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We define a completely ordered (c.o.) monoid to be a set equipped with monoid 
and complete lattice structures uch that the product is continuous in each 
argument. The languages over an alphabet form a c.o. monoid. We give a 
generalization of Kleene's theorem from languages to elements of an arbitrary c.o. 
monoid. In the case of the c.o. monoid of all binary relations on a set we obtain the 
computational equivalence between flowchart-like nondeterministic programs and 
structured nondeterministic programs constructed using the generalization of the 
rational operations on languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1 we give a generalization of Kleene's theorem that covers a 
larger area than languages over an alphabet. Applying the theorem to binary 
relations on a set we obtain the computational equivalence between two 
programming doctrines for nondeterministic programs, a general doctrine 
and a structured doctrine. In the general doctrine the programs are 
command-label led graphs, while in the structured octrine the programs are 
constructed in the same way as rational expressions (Eilenberg, 1974). 
Actually, the generalized rational operations turn out to be the nondeter- 
ministic counterparts of the deterministic structured programming constructs. 
We prove the generalization of Kleene's theorem in Section 2. Then, in 
Section 3, we show that it is possible to prove the theorem only in the "free" 
case (the case of languages over an not necessarily finite alphabet) and then 
transfer it to the general case. However, it seems that the proof in the general 
case is essentially the same as in the free case. 
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1. AUTOMATA AND RATIONALITY 
Our generalization is based on the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A completely ordered (c.o.) monoid is a set W equipped 
with a monoid structure and a complete lattice structure such that 
sup(AB) = (sup A)(sup B) VA, B ~ W. 
Since language product is distributive toward unions, the languages over 
an alphabet form a c.o. monoid. Also, the monoid of all binary relations on 
a given set is completely ordered by inclusion since relation composition is 
distributive toward unions. 
Let W be a c.o. monoid and Z a subset of W. 
DEFINITION 1.2 .  A S-automaton (generalization of the definition in 
Eilenberg, 1974) is a quadruple d = (Q, I, T, E) where Q is a finite set of 
states, I c Q is a set of initial states, T c Q is a set of terminal states, and 
E c Q × S × Q is a finite set of edges. 
The elements of E can be regarded as the labelled edges of a directed 
graph G~ whose nodes are the states from Q. We extend the labelling 
function/~: E -~ W, t~j(q, a, q')  = a to all paths in G~ such that (~(10) = 1, 
where lq is the trivial path q ~ q, and (d(PP')= C~(p)C ~(p'),  where pp' is 
the composition of the paths p and p' .  
A path q -~ q' in G~ is called successful if q C I and q' C T. The behavior 
of ~ is defined as 
[d  I -- sup C~{ all successful paths in G~ }. 
An element w E W is said to be S-recognizable if there exists a 2;- 
automaton d such that w= d I. Denote by Rec(S) the set of all S- 
recognizable lements of W. 
Now, let us consider the operator domain (or signature) ~= 
{Z, 1, V,.,  *} where Z and 1 are nullary operation symbols, V and • are 
binary operation symbols and * is a unary operation symbol. 
We can make W to be a ~-algebra defining the corresponding operations 
as it follows: 
- -  2_ = inf W; 
- -  1 is the unit of W; 
- -w  V w' = supIw, w'}; 
- - .  is the product of W; 
- - *  is Kleene's star, that is, w*=sup{w k]k>/O} (w °=1", 
W k+l  ~ wwk) .  
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Denote by Rat(X) the subalgebra of W generated by Z'. The elements of 
Rat(Z) are called S-rational (generalization of the definition in Eilenberg, 
1974). 
THEOREM 1.3 (Kleene). 
Rec(S) = Rat(Z). 
Section 2 is devoted to the proof. Note here that Kleene's original theorem 
is obtained taking W to be the c.o. monoid of the languages over a finite 
alphabet £. 
In the rest of this section we shall be concerned with the connection 
between Theorem 1.3 and nondeterministic structured programming. 
Let S be a set of data states (versus control states for the states of a Z- 
automaton.). Denote by Rel(S) the c.o. monoid of all binary relations on S. 
Let Z c Rel(S) be a set of basic statements (or basic commands). Following 
Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright (1976) we shall call the N-automata 
(nondeterministic) flowchart programs and we shall say that the 
corresponding behaviors are the relations computed by the programs. 
Consider now the free ~?-algebra generated by Z. Its elements (which are 
well formed terms built from operation symbols from ~ and basic 
statements) will be called (nondeterministic) rational programs. The 
inclusion S~-- ,Rel (S)  has a unique extension to a homomorphism of 
~-algebras that assigns to each rational program the relation computed by 
it. 
For W= Rel(S) Theorem 1.3 gives: 
COROLLARY 1,4. The rational programs compute the same set of 
relations as the flowchart programs. 
We are entitled to think of £ as a loop indefinitely statement, of 1 as a 
continue statement, of V as an alternative construct, of • as a sequential 
construct and of * as a repetitive construct. With this, programming through 
rational programs is clearly a nondeterministic analogue of deterministic 
structured programming. Structured programming is "rational."! 
2. PROOF OF KLEENE'S THEOREM 
We shall try to reduce the amount of combinatoric arguments in favor of 
the algebraic ones. This is possible noting that the sets of paths in the graph 
of an automaton form a c.o. monoid, and the labelling function can be 
extended to a homomorphism of c.o. monoids. 
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f :  ~(~)  -~ W defined 
monoids. In particular, 
Now, let W be a 
automaton. Denote by 
DEFINITION 2.1. A homomorphism of e.o. monoids f :  W~ W' is a 
homomorphism of monoids such that f (sup A) = supf(A)  VA c W. 
Note that any homomorphism of c.o. monoids is also a homomorphism of 
,P-algebras. 
Observation 2.2. If ~¢" is the set of morphisms of a small category then 
3(~¢' )  (the powerset of ~" )  is a c.o. monoid ordered by inclusion, with 
product 
AB = {ab ] a CA,  b C B, a and b composable} (ab = b o a) 
and, as a unit, the set of all identity morphisms. Furthermore, if W is a c.o. 
monoid and f :~g~ W is the morphism part of a functor, then 
by f (A )=supf (A)  is a homomorphism of c.o. 
if M is a monoid then ~(M)  is a c.o. monoid. 
c.o. monoid, 27cW and se" = (Q, I, T, E) a 27- 
G~ the category whose objects are the nodes in G d 
and whose morphisms are the paths in Gg .  The extended labelling function 
can be regarded as a functor (~: G~e ~ W (G~¢ is called the free category 
generated by G~ and the extension of (~e comes from the universality 
property of G~ (MacLane, 1971, 48-51). We denote the morphism set of 
G~ also by G~e. By Observation 2.2 we have the homomorphism of c.o. 
monoids {~,: 3(G~e)  -~ W. If for all A, B c Q we denote by [A ~ B]~ the set 
of all paths in G~ which start in a state from A and end in a state from B, 
then we have [al l  = {d[I-~ T]~. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3. For the rest of this section we 
shall use, when no confusion is possible, the notation x instead of {x}. 
Let W be a c.o. monoid, 27 c W and 27' = 27 U i }. 
LEMMA 2.3. Rat(27) ~ Rec(27'). 
Proof Since any o ~ 27 is the behavior of ({i, t}, i, t, (i, o, t)), i 4: t, we 
have Z ~ Rec(27'). 
Since I = [(0, 0,  0,  O)[ and 1 = ](u, u, u, O)1, Rec(27') contains ± and 1. 
Let us show that Rec(27') is closed under V and .. If dk= 
(Qk, I k, T k, Ek), k = 1, 2, are two 27'-automata, we may assume without loss 
of generality that Q1 ~ Q2 = 0.  Consider d = (Q1 t_) Q2, I1 k_) I2,  T 1U T 2, 
E 1 U E2). Clearly, [1 1 U 1 2 ~ T l k_) T 2 ]_.j = [1 1 ~ T 1 ]~ V [1 2 ~ T2] d.  
Applying {~ we get 1~¢1 ={d[I1--* T1]dV/~[ I2~ T2] d .  There exists a 
label-preserving, biunivoque correspondence between the sets of paths 
[I 1 --, T1]~¢ and [1 1 ~ T1]~,,. Therefore {~¢[I 1~ T1]~= td '  1. Similarly 
/~[ I2~ T2]~=1~¢'21 and therefore ]d l= l J  l] V 1~¢.21. Consider now 
~¢ '= (QIL)  Q2, I i ,  1"2, E IUE  2U {(tl, l, i z ) [ t l~T l ,  i2~I2}).  Clearly, 
[I 1 ~ 1"2] ~, = [1 1 ~ T1]og • {(t l, 1, i2)]t ~ ~ T~, i 2 E I2}" [I2 ~ Tz]d. Applying 
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{~¢ and using the same argument as above we obtain I~ l= ld l l  • IdZl  
since {d{(t~, 1, i2) 1 q C T1, i2 C 12} = 1. 
It remains to show that Rec(S') is closed under *. Let sO" = (Q, L T, E) be 
a S'-automaton. Consider ~'=(QUu,  u,u, EU {(u, l,i) l iC I}U 
t(t, 1, u) lt C T}), where u ~ Q. Denote the set of all paths in [I--* T]~¢, 
which do not pass through u by [1 -  T]~¢,. Clearly, [u-~ u]~,, = ({(u, 1, i)l 
i E I}.  [I--* T]~¢, • {(t, 1, u) lt ~ T})*. Applying Z c, and using an argument 
similar to the one used for V-closure to show that {~¢,[1~ T]~¢, = Is¢'l, we 
obtain Id '  I = Id t*  since {~,,{(u, 1, i) li El} = {¢,{(t, I, u)]t c T} = 1. | 
LEMMA 2.4. Rec(S') ~ Rec(S). 
Proof Let d = (Q, L T, E) be a S'-automaton. Denote by P1 the set of 
all paths in G j  which are either trivial or built only of l-labelled edges. 
Denote by E' the set of all triples (q, o, q') C Q x S × Q, for which there 
exists in G¢ a path q - q' of the form p(q", a, q")p' where p and p' E Pl,  
(q", a, q")E E. If there are successful paths in P~ then consider d '= 
(Qu u, lkd u, TU  u, E ' )  else consider d '= (Q, L T, E'), where u ~ Q. 
For each successful path s in G¢ there exists at least one successful path 
s' in Go, with the same label. Indeed, if s E P1 then take s' to be 1 u. If 
s ~ P1 then s admits a decomposition ( ot always unique) in factors of the 
form p(q", a, q ' )p ' ,  p, p' E P1, a E S. Replace each such factor q ~ q' with 
(q, a, q') in order to get s'. Conversely, for each successful path s' in Go, 
there exists at least one successful path s in G~, with the same label. Indeed, 
if s' is trivial then either s' is lu, in which case there must be a successful 
path s C P1 or s' is not 1~ and then we can take s = s'. If s' is not trivial, 
replace each edge (q, a, q') occurring in s' by one of the paths of the form 
p(q", a, q")p', p, p' C P~, (q", a, q") E E that caused (q, a, q') to be in E'  
and obtain s. These correspondences imply ]a l l=  ]d ' [ .  II 
LEMMA 2.5. Rec(S) c Rat(S). 
Proof Let J = (Q, L T, E) be a S-automaton. If Q = O then I~¢" I = ± 
and is S-rational. If Q 4: O we will assume without loss of generality that 
Q = { 1 ..... n }. For all A, B c Q, 0 ~< k ~ n, denote by P]B the set of all paths 
in G¢ which start in a state from A, end in a state from B and pass only 
through intermediate states that are less than k. Let w]e = {~¢(P]B). 
Since PO e consists only of a finite number (perhaps none) of one-edge or 
trivial paths, one can see that w°e @ Rat(S). For all A, B c Q, 1 ~< k ~< n, 
any path in P]e is either in PA*~ 1 or of the form q~ k~ ... -4 k~ q', where 
all intermediate states k are shown. Therefore, P~AB=PkA~V(PkA~ 1" 
(p~- l ) .  k-1 Pke ), and applying {~r, w]e k- Iv  (WAkk 1 (wkkl) •" WkB1) • 
• ~ WAB • 
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From here we deduce w~B ~ Rat(2;) for all A, B c Q, 0 ~< k ~< n. In particular 
Id ]  = W~-TE Rat(S). II 
Theorem 1.3 follows directly from the preceding Lemmas. 
3. THE CASE OF THE FREE C.O. MONOID 
Throughout his section we will use several c.o. monoids at a time. 
Therefore, if W is a c.o. monoid and 27 c W, instead of "Z-automaton," 
Rec(27), Rat(27), we will write "(W, Z)-automaton," Rec(W, 27), Rat(W, Z). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 9(X*)  is the free e.o. monoid generated by the set X 
(here X* is the free monoid generated by X). 
Proof If W is an arbitrary c.o. monoid then any function f :  X~ W has 
a unique extension to a homomorphism of c.o. monoids f * :  9(X*) -~ W 
(see Observation2.2), f *  being the unique extension of f to a 
homomorphism of monoids f * :X* -*  W. | 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  f :  W~ W' is a homomorphism of e.o. monoids and 
S c W, then f(Rat(W, 27)) = Rat(W', f(27)). 
Proof Remark that f i s  also a homomorphism of ~-algebras. With this 
the result is a standard fact of universal algebra. II 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f :  W-~ W' be a homomorphism of c.o. monoids, 22 c W 
and ~ = (Q, I, T, E) a (W, 2;)-automaton. Denote by f (d )  the (W', f(27))- 
automaton (Q, I, T, f (E) )  where f (E )  = {(q, f(a),  q')[ (q, a, q') C E}. Then 
I f ( J ) ]  = f(] J 1). 
Proof Let fG: G• ~ Gf(~) be the graph morphism defined by f (q )= q, 
f(q, a, q ' )= (q,f(a), q'). Denote the unique extension of f~ to a functor 
between the corresponding free categories by f~:  G~¢-4 # Gy(d ). This functor 
is bijective on objects and full, therefore f~[ I -~T]~e=[ I -~T] ,~) .  
Furthermore, it can be checked that fo (~=gy(~)o fae .  By a simple 
computation we obtain f ( ld  ]) = ]f(s¢')]. | 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let W be a c.o. monoid and 27 c W. I f  
Rec(3(27"), 2;) = Rat(~(Z*),  Z), then Rec(W, 27) = Rat(W, 27). 
Proof. By Proposition3.1 the inclusion j :27~ W has a unique 
extension j*: ~(2;*)-~ W to a homomorphism of c.o. monoids. Note that 
j*(27)=27. By Lemma 3.2 Rat(W, 27)=j*(Rat(~(27*),27)). By Lemma 3.3 
Rec(W, 2;) Dj*(Rec(3(27*),27)). It remains to show that Rec(W, 22) c 
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j * (Rec(9(S* ) ,  S)). Let z¢" = (Q, L T, E) be a (IV, S)-automaton. Denote by 
H*  = (Q, L T, E) the g,~(S*), S) automaton in which the elements of S are 
regarded as letters of an alphabet rather than as elements of W. Clearly, 
J= j * (sg* )  (notations from Lemma3.3)  and I~ I= j* ( ]W'* [ )  (by the 
same Lemma) which completes the proof. II 
In most classical proofs of Kleene's original theorem the condition that L" 
must be finite can be replaced by the finiteness of the set of edges, like in 
Definition 1.2. Therefore Theorem 1.3 follows from Kleene's original 
theorem and Proposition 3.4. However, we hope that in Section 2 we 
succeeded in showing that the proof of Kleene's theorem in our general case 
is essentially the same as in the case of the free c.o. monoid. 
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